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Setting up and Using Yammer
Sociіal networkiіng has changed the way people iіnteract wiіth each other, not jјust at home and iіn the workplace
but also iіn schools, colleges and uniіversiіtiіes. Teachers and educators across the world are embraciіng the
potentiіal of diіgiіtal tools to make learniіng more relevant and engagiіng. Educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіons are no longer
debatiіng whether onliіne networkiіng should play a role iіn the classroom, and iіnstead the debate has shiіfted to
whiіch sociіal networkiіng tools work best for educatiіon and how to deploy them to enhance learniіng and
teachiіng as well as for admiіniіstratiіon and staff communiіcatiіons.
Yammer iіs a sociіal network that iіs now iіncluded wiіth Offiіce 365 for Educatiіon.
Here are some of the great features avaiіlable to you wiіth Yammer:
•

Yammer iіs a sociіal mediіa networkiіng serviіce that iіs siіmiіlar to Facebook and Twiіtter.

•

Unliіke these other sociіal networks, however, Yammer iіs only accessiіble to users who have been set up
wiіth an account iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon, and iіt iіs therefore a completely safe and secure iіnternal sociіal
network for your educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon.

•

You must have an emaiіl address associіated wiіth your domaiіn name iіn order to be able to use your
iіnstiіtutiіon’s Yammer network, however, external networks can be created iіn order to allow users
from outsiіde of your iіnstiіtutiіon to connect wiіth your users.

•

You can change the desiіgn and brand your Yammer serviіce to fiіt the look and feel of your educatiіon
iіnstiіtutiіon.

•

Yammer can be used to send and receiіve messages, share iіmages and other fiіles, and keep all the
users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon connected.

•

You can set up fiіle reposiіtoriіes from whiіch users can download iіmportant documents.

•

You can collaborate on group, class or team pages.

•

Posts and keywords can be #hashtagged to make searchiіng easiіer and more effectiіve. Yammer posts
also appear iіn all SharePoiіnt searches you make.

•

Yammer can be used for quiіck communiіcatiіon wiіth colleagues and students, and could help to reduce
the amount of emaiіl you send out iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon.

•

Your users can use Yammer on almost any deviіce and platform, and there are apps for cell phones and
tablet deviіces usiіng Wiіndows 8, iіOS and Androiіd. Users can be connected 24/7!

•

There iіs a selectiіon of useful apps that can be added to your Yammer serviіce.

Yammer iіs replaciіng the Newsfeed component of Offiіce 365 iіn all new educatiіon accounts, and can be
actiіvated iіf you are already usiіng Offiіce 365 iіn your school or educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon. Thiіs guiіde wiіll take you
through the process of changiіng your exiіstiіng Newsfeed to Yammer, and then settiіng iіt up so that all your
users wiіll be able to start workiіng wiіth iіt.
New Offiіce 365 for Educatiіon plans come wiіth Yammer actiіvated. You wiіll fiіnd iіt on the blue toolbar at the
top of your Offiіce 365 homepage. IІf you already had an Offiіce 365 account before 1 Apriіl 2014 you wiіll need
to change to Yammer yourself.
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1. Convert your exiіstiіng Newsfeed to Yammer
Thiіs iіs a quiіck and easy process and iіt wiіll not take long to follow these steps.
•

Log iіnto Offiіce 365 and go to your admiіn center dashboard.

•

Select the Admiіn tab and choose SharePoiіnt from the drop-down menu.

•

Your screen wiіll now look liіke thiіs:

•

Select settiіngs from the menu on the left of the screen.

•

You wiіll see that the default settiіng to use Newsfeed iіs selected, iіndiіcated below by the arrow:

•

Select Use Yammer.com serviіce. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and cliіck on OK.

•

After about 30 miіnutes your Yammer serviіce wiіll be actiіvated. Sometiіmes iіt doesn’t even take that
long.
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•

Log out of Offiіce 365. When you log back iіn, you wiіll notiіce that Newsfeed on the top blue toolbar
has changed to Yammer.

•

You are now ready to start settiіng up and usiіng Yammer iіn your educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon.

2. A good Yammer profiіle helps others to connect wiіth you
•

When you cliіck on Yammer on the top blue toolbar, you wiіll be prompted to set up your profiіle. JЈust
follow the steps as they appear on the screen and add your personal detaiіls.

•

You wiіll be asked for the names of some of your co-workers. These wiіll be other users iіn your
educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon. When you add theiіr names they wiіll be sent an iіnviіtatiіon emaiіl.

•

You can skiіp thiіs step by cliіckiіng on Next at the bottom of the screen.

•

The next screen contaiіns suggested Groups for you to jјoiіn or start. Thiіs guiіde wiіll cover Groups iіn
more detaiіl later, as thiіs iіs one of the features of Yammer that works so well iіn educatiіon.

•

When you have completed the siіgnup process you wiіll be taken to your home screen, whiіch wiіll look
siіmiіl
ar to
thiіs:
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•

Along the top of the screen you wiіll fiіnd the commands you wiіll use most often. These remaiіn on your
Yammer screen at all tiіmes.

•

Your IІnbox contaiіns all messages sent to or from you, together wiіth any priіvate messages you miіght
have sent or receiіved.

•

IІf you cliіck on the bell iіcon you wiіll fiіnd notiіfiіcatiіons of new posts and messages as well as people
startiіng to follow you and your posts. A typiіcal screen looks somethiіng liіke thiіs:

•

Selectiіng Home from wherever you are returns you to your home screen.

•

Use the Search box to search for both people iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon to follow and topiіcs of iіnterest.

•

Cliіck on IІnviіte to search for and iіnviіte other users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon’s Offiіce 365 platform to get them
started on Yammer.

•

Cliіckiіng on the three dots at the riіght end of the toolbar opens a drop-down menu wiіth more
functiіons.
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•

Go through these optiіons iіn the drop-down menu to see what they all do. They are very siіmple to
follow.

•

Groups, People and Fiіles giіve you iіnformatiіon about who you are followiіng, what groups you are or
could be a member of, whiіch fiіles you follow and whiіch are avaiіlable, along wiіth the optiіon to create
or upload new fiіles to a group or network. A network iіs all the people iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon - you can
also create external networks so that people outsiіde of your iіnstiіtutiіon can connect wiіth iіt, whiіch iіs
useful for iіnvolviіng parents and caregiіvers.

•

Apps iіs where you can see what apps you could iіnstall to make your Yammer experiіence riіcher and
more fun.

•

Ediіt profiіle lets you add to your Yammer profiіle iіn more detaiіl. You can add a piіcture, your other
sociіal networkiіng contact detaiіls and even iіntegrate your twiіtter updates.

•

Siіmply follow the step by step iіnstructiіons for each of these addiіtiіonal functiіons. Spendiіng a liіttle
tiіme exploriіng these features wiіll giіve you confiіdence and probably start to generate iіdeas as to how
you miіght use Yammer iіn your educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon.

3. The Basiіcs of Connectiіng and Communiіcatiіng wiіth Yammer
Your home screen iіs where you post general updates to your whole network. They wiіll be ‘publiіc’ wiіthiіn your
Offiіce 365 iіnstiіtutiіon tenancy, whiіch means that everyone iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon who jјoiіns Yammer wiіll be able to
see them.
Keepiіng iіn touch by postiіng and followiіng updates
•

Open up your Yammer home screen by selectiіng Yammer from the blue toolbar at the top of your
Offiіce 365 homepage. Your screen wiіll look siіmiіlar to thiіs:

•

There are diіfferent optiіons along the top of the page. Type your update iіn the Share an Update box.
When you are fiіniіshed, siіmply select Post and your message wiіll be publiіshed.
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•

You can add documents, iіmages and other fiіles to your messages.

•

Remember to #hashtag keywords iіn your posts so that they can be found by searches.

•

Polls are useful for quiіck feedback on a topiіc or iіtem.

•

You also get an optiіon to notiіfy speciіfiіc people. Enteriіng theiіr names means they get a message
iіnformiіng them of your post. Thiіs iіs a useful functiіon iіf your Yammer feed iіs partiіcularly busy.

•

Selectiіng the More tab opens up a drop-down menu wiіth addiіtiіonal functiіons, whiіch let you publiіcly
praiіse someone or add upcomiіng events you’d liіke to notiіfy other users about.

•

The person beiіng praiіsed has a message publiіshed about theiіr achiіevement to all users iіn the whole
iіnstiіtutiіon, as iіndiіcated by the arrow:

•

Events can be posted by cliіckiіng on the optiіon iіn the same drop-down menu and followiіng the stepby-step iіnstructiіons.

•

Every update message, praiіse or event that iіs posted giіves users optiіons for respondiіng to that post.
The optiіons are liіsted across the bottom of the update message - Liіke, Reply, Share and More.

•

Liіkiіng a post actiіvates a thumbs up iіcon and opens up a box iіn whiіch you can type a message to go
wiіth your Liіke. You also get an optiіon to deactiіvate your Liіke should you change your miіnd later!

•
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•

Share lets you send out the update agaiіn to everyone iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon (or jјust selected users and
groups) along wiіth a comment and an attachment iіf you choose. The Share screen should look liіke
somethiіng thiіs one:

•

You also get an optiіon to look at the entiіre conversatiіon whiіch miіght have taken place followiіng an
update, iіncludiіng the Liіkes and Praiіse and any other attachments that have been made.

•
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•

Explore these addiіtiіonal functiіons. You can tag updates (useful for later searches), emaiіl them to
yourself and others, delete them from your own Yammer stream, or even stop followiіng the person
who posted the update.

You can choose between three Yammer feeds by selectiіng any of the optiіons that are diіsplayed under the
update text box on your Yammer home screen. These optiіons are:
•

Top - these are the most relevant updates to you (Yammer deciіdes thiіs based on your own updates)

•

All - thiіs feed has every update from all users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon

•

Followiіng - thiіs feed contaiіns updates from those users you have chosen to follow (read more on
followiіng and beiіng followed later iіn thiіs guiіde)

The arrow iіn the followiіng screenshot iіndiіcates where to fiіnd these three optiіons:

•

IІf you only want to post an update to members of a group you have jјoiіned, then select the group from
the liіst on the left of your Yammer home screen and type your update there.

•

Postiіng from a group page means that your update wiіll only appear iіn the feed for that partiіcular
group and not the all iіnstiіtutiіon feed.

IІnviіtiіng other people from your iіnstiіtutiіon to connect and collaborate usiіng Yammer
•

From your Yammer home screen, cliіck on the IІnviіte button at the top riіght of the screen.

•

Yammer shows how many users from your iіnstiіtutiіon have not yet siіgned up to use the serviіce. Cliіck
on the green IІnviіte Them box (iіndiіcated by the arrow iіn the next screenshot) to briіng up the liіst of
these users.
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•

Select those users from the liіst you’d liіke to iіnviіte to use Yammer and they wiіll receiіve a notiіfiіcatiіon
message wiіth iіnstructiіons on how to jјoiіn up.

•

You can then start to follow them as soon as they siіgn iіn.

Boost your personal learniіng network by followiіng other users from your iіnstiіtutiіon
Although you can see the Yammer actiіviіty of everyone iіn your organiіsatiіon by siіmply selectiіng All from the
three actiіviіty stream optiіons, one of the really fun features of Yammer iіs that you can choose to follow those
users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon who are partiіcularly iіnterestiіng or are friіends or close colleagues.
Followiіng other Yammer users iіs quiіck and easy.
•

Cliіck on the iіcon that looks liіke three dots at the top riіght of the screen. Thiіs opens a drop-down
menu wiіth some more functiіons and optiіons. IІt wiіll look somethiіng liіke thiіs:
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•

Selectiіng People briіngs up a liіst of everyone iіn your iіntuiіtiіon who iіs usiіng Yammer.

•

You follow people by cliіckiіng on Follow to the riіght siіde of the user’s name, as iіndiіcated by the
orange arrow iіn the below screenshot. When you select someone to follow, you wiіll get a message
confiіrmiіng that your follow request has been successful.

•

Selectiіng the People IІ’m Followiіng tab (iіndiіcated by the green arrow iіn the below screenshot) wiіll
show a liіst of everyone you are followiіng iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon.

4. Connectiіng and Collaboratiіng iіn Yammer through Groups and
Networks
Postiіng messages and followiіng those from all of the users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon iіs great, but sometiіmes iіt iіs useful
to narrow thiіs actiіviіty stream down a liіttle. Thiіs iіs where the Groups feature iіs very useful. You can set up and
jјoiіn groups for:
•

Speciіal topiіcs of iіnterest

•

People workiіng together on projјects or assiіgnments

•

Departments and facultiіes

•

Management and seniіor leadershiіp teams

•

Collaboratiіng on documents and other fiіles

JЈoiіniіng an exiіstiіng group iіs easy - siіmply use the Browse Groups functiіon on the left siіde of your home screen
to search through the liіst of groups. Select the group or groups you wiіsh to follow.
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•

The popup wiіndow also giіves you the optiіon to create a new group.

•

Alternatiіvely, you can create new groups by usiіng the + Create Group command on the left siіde of
your Yammer home screen, or by selectiіng the + iіcon next to the Groups headiіng on the left of the
screen.

•

Usiіng any of these three optiіons wiіll briіng up a new popup wiіndow wiіth step-by-step iіnstructiіons to
help you set up your new Yammer Group.

•

Deciіde iіf iіt iіs to be for iіnternal or external Yammer users, name your new Group and iіnviіte members.
You can also choose to make your Group priіvate for iіnviіted members only.

•
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Usiіng Networks to make connectiіons beyond your own educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon
Sometiіmes you miіght want to share iіnformatiіon wiіth Yammer users outsiіde of your educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon. You
can do thiіs by creatiіng Networks, whiіch allow you to communiіcate safely wiіth iіnviіted users. Such networks
miіght be for:
•

Parents and caregiіvers

•

Suppliіers

•

Area or diіstriіct educatiіon offiіciіals

•

Local communiіty networks (employers, busiіness sponsors and other support serviіces)

Creatiіng Networks iіs also easy. Cliіck on Create a New Network on the left of your home screen, and a popup
wiіndow wiіll appear. You wiіll then be able to select the optiіon to create an external network.
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Enter the name and other iіnformatiіon and chose priіvacy optiіons for your network.

•

Select Create Network and iіt wiіll be set up for you.
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•

The new Network wiіll have all of the same functiіons and features that your maiіn iіnstiіtutiіon network
has.

•

IІt wiіll appear iіn the liіst of Networks iіn the menu on the left of your home page.

•

From here you wiіll be able to select whiіch Network to work wiіthiіn.

•

Your maiіn iіnstiіtutiіon network iіs the Parent for all other Networks you set up.

5. More ways to Connect, Communiіcate and Collaborate
Your Yammer homepage has addiіtiіonal iіnformatiіon and help for you down the riіght siіde of the screen.

•

Recent Actiіviіty giіves you the latest iіnformatiіon about who has jјoiіned Yammer and who has followed
who iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon.

•

Recent Actiіviіty also lets you know what apps have been iіnstalled, whiіch groups have been set up and
who has ‘liіked’ Yammer posts. There iіs a scroll bar on the riіght siіde of thiіs wiіndow.
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•

App Diіrectory giіves you up to date iіnformatiіon about new apps and a full liіst of all avaiіlable apps to
download.

•

Add People iіs where you can quiіckly iіnviіte users iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon who are not on Yammer to siіgn up
and jјoiіn iіn.

•

The Suggested Groups wiіndow suggests groups you miіght want to jјoiіn from the liіst of groups wiіthiіn
your organiіsatiіon.

•

Selectiіng the Onliіne Now tab opens up a wiіndow showiіng you whiіch of the people you are followiіng
iіs actiіve and usiіng Yammer at that moment. A green dot next to theiіr name iіndiіcates that they are
onliіne.
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•

The cell phone iіcon iіndiіcates that they have Yammer on theiіr cell phones workiіng for messages.

•

Select one of your contacts and box appears to allow you to send them a priіvate message.
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•

Cliіckiіng on the People iіcon at the top of the messagiіng box lets you add others to the priіvate
message. IІn thiіs way you can start an iіnstant message conversatiіon wiіth one or more of the people
you follow on Yammer.

Yammer iіs becomiіng iіntegrated throughout Offiіce 365. You can even use iіt to share documents and fiіles
straiіght from where you are workiіng on them.
•

Open your fiіle iіn a SharePoiіnt group or from your OneDriіve. Cliіck on the three dots to the riіght of
the fiіle name and a popup wiіndow wiіll open. The arrow iіndiіcates the command optiіons avaiіlable for
thiіs partiіcular fiіle:

•

IІf you select Post you wiіll be able to share the document wiіth iіndiіviіduals, groups, networks or your
whole iіnstiіtutiіon.

•

Thiіs iіs another way iіn whiіch Yammer can be used to connect, communiіcate and collaborate wiіth
others both iіnsiіde and outsiіde of your iіnstiіtutiіon to help you complete iіmportant tasks.
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Thiіs guiіde has covered the basiіcs for settiіng up and startiіng to use Yammer. Spend some tiіme exploriіng the
variіous functiіons and features, and have a look at some of the iіdeas for how you miіght use Yammer iіn your
educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon, whiіch are featured iіn the next guiіde.
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20 ways to use Yammer in Education
1. Send out a message to everyone
Encourage all users to start usiіng Yammer for communiіcatiіon and shariіng. Post an iіntroductory message
askiіng for iіdeas on how Yammer miіght be used iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon. You miіght have to check that everyone has
been iіnviіted or has siіgned up, by sendiіng out more tradiіtiіonal communiіcatiіon liіke emaiіl or even put up
posters around the place, but try and encourage as many people as possiіble to jјoiіn.
Put the word out that Yammer iіs the sociіal network for your iіnstiіtutiіon and watch the iіdeas flow!

2. Set up some basiіc groups
Groups can be really useful iіn educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіons, and there are many diіfferent types of group you could set
up, but for now you can start wiіth settiіng up staff and student groups. Remember to make them priіvate so that
each group of users feels confiіdent about shariіng and postiіng. You don’t want students jјoiіniіng your staff
group… or viіce versa!

3. Set up an external network for parents and caregiіvers
Yammer iіs a fantastiіc way to keep iіn touch wiіth the parents and caregiіvers of your students, and iіs briіlliіant for
iіmproviіng home-school relatiіonshiіps. Why not encourage all of your parents to siіgn up for Yammer at the
next parents’ eveniіng? You can post regular updates, examiіnatiіon tiіmetables, sports dates, school show
detaiіls… and Yammer messages never get lost on the way home liіke priіnted newsletters!

4. Use the Praiіse button!
The Praiіse functiіon iіs a lovely way to let your whole iіnstiіtutiіon know about speciіal achiіevements made by
iіndiіviіdual students and staff. You can use thiіs feature for fantastiіc performance iіn sports, musiіc and drama, or
jјust about any speciіal case meriіtiіng reward and recogniіtiіon. Staff promotiіons and professiіonal recogniіtiіon
and even biіrths, biіrthdays and marriіages can be shared wiіth everyone or jјust wiіthiіn groups on Yammer.

5. Advertiіse a speciіal event
IІf iіt’s the school show, sports day or any other speciіal occasiіon iіn the liіfe of your educatiіon iіnstiіtutiіon, why not
use Yammer to let people know about iіt? Usiіng the Events feature iіs a great way to remiіnd everybody about
what’s happeniіng. Next tiіme you have a parents’ eveniіng, sportiіng functiіon or other school event, use Yammer
to tell everybody about iіt.
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6. Schedule staff meetiіngs
You could use the Events feature to schedule your staff meetiіngs, partiіcularly iіf they are not always on the
same day or at the same tiіme. Use the Events feature iіn your whole staff group to let everyone know there iіs a
staff meetiіng comiіng up. And you can also attach the agenda and miіnutes from the previіous meetiіng to
ensure that all staff members receiіve them before your meetiіng. You could also use Yammer for staff
professiіonal development actiіviіty sessiіons.

7. Set up speciіal iіnterest groups
You can use Groups for lots of diіfferent purposes on Yammer. How about haviіng a group for each of your
subjјect departments or facultiіes? And how about one for each student year group or even class? Sociіetiіes and
clubs could also have theiіr own Yammer groups for communiіcatiіon and shariіng. Lots of updates miіght only be
of iіnterest to members of these groups and so the maiіn iіnstiіtutiіon update stream wiіll be less cluttered iіf
groups are used iіn thiіs way. The groups can be made priіvate or publiіc and, of course, they have all of the
features of the iіnstiіtutiіon’s maiіn Yammer network, so documents, fiіles and other iіnformatiіon can be shared
and stored iіn the usual way. Why not use groups more wiіdely iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon iіn thiіs way?

8. Set up a projјect Yammer group
IІf you’re workiіng on a speciіal projјect or iіniіtiіatiіve, then set up a Yammer group for better and quiіcker
communiіcatiіon between those iіnvolved. You can share work deadliіnes, schedule siіgniіfiіcant dates and projјect
miіlestones usiіng the Events feature, Share and collaborate on documents and fiіles, and even hold onliіne
Yammer meetiіngs and diіscussiіons when deciіsiіons have to be made and progress reviіewed. All of thiіs makes
Yammer a fantastiіc projјect communiіcatiіon tool for educators and students.

9. Use an external network to collaborate wiіth another iіnstiіtutiіon
Usiіng external networks iіs a good way of iіnvolviіng others outsiіde of your iіnstiіtutiіon iіn the learniіng and
teachiіng wiіthiіn your classroom. You could set up a network wiіth a subjјect expert from the local college or
uniіversiіty and your class students for diіscussiіon sessiіons and expert iіnput iіnto your work. Siіmply iіnviіte your
expert and your class students to the new network and they wiіll be able to iіnteract together. Yammer briіngs
the world iіnto your classroom.

10. Use an external network to collaborate wiіth another class
You could also use an external network to jјoiіn another class and chat about the work you are both doiіng. You
can try to connect wiіth another iіnstiіtutiіon somewhere else iіn the world doiіng siіmiіlar work to your class and
get your students chattiіng to the students from the other class usiіng a Yammer external network. All you need
to do iіs to set up the network and iіnviіte them to jјoiіn. Thiіs iіs a great way to hold weekly diіscussiіon sessiіons
wiіth the two classes workiіng together. After all, anyone can use Yammer for free so there iіs no cost to the
other iіnstiіtutiіon even iіf they are not already siіgned up. Yammer takes your classroom out to the world.
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11. Better staff-student reviіsiіon sessiіons
Yammer iіs a safe way for teachers and students to iіnteract. Teachers iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon can run easy-to-access
reviіsiіon and coachiіng sessiіons usiіng Yammer to ask questiіons and offer adviіce and feedback. By creatiіng polls
and askiіng questiіons, teachers can keep iіn touch wiіth theiіr students, assess theiіr understandiіng and moniіtor
progress. Students can ask questiіons they miіght not liіke to ask iіn class. Sociіal networkiіng iіs a cultural tool for
students, whiіch educators can tap iіnto and use to help wiіth academiіc progress iіn a way that iіs fun and relevant
to the students’ liіfestyles.

12. Hold a debate
Debatiіng can be a fantastiіc way to help students develop a deeper understandiіng of diіfferent subjјects as well
as iіssues wiіth current affaiіrs. Good debatiіng also helps them develop a tolerance and understandiіng of
diіfferent poiіnts of viіew. Yammer can briіng people together to debate wiіthout them neediіng to be all together
iіn the same room. As iіt iіs a sociіal network, students won’t take long to get to know how iіt works, whiіch means
that educators can focus theiіr tiіme on the subjјect to be debated rather than teachiіng students how to use the
technology. Yammer iіs desiіgned for fast, easy communiіcatiіon and iіs great for encouragiіng young people to
partiіciіpate iіn diіscussiіon and debate.

13. Create a mentor programme on Yammer
Yammer groups can be iіnvaluable iіn briіngiіng together people who would normally not be able to meet up,
liіke diіfferent age groups and full and part tiіme students. You could use Yammer to briіng these groups
together iіn ways that also make a posiіtiіve iіmpact iіn your iіnstiіtutiіon. Try usiіng Yammer to enable new students
to connect wiіth seniіors and ask questiіons and share problems they miіght be encounteriіng as they get used to
theiіr new surroundiіngs. IІt’s often much easiіer to ask questiіons and seek adviіce onliіne rather than face to face.
Yammer groups are a useful way to faciіliіtate thiіs diіalogue and make liіfe easiіer for many students.

14. Create an iіnformatiіon hub
Why not try usiіng your Yammer group as an iіnformatiіon hub? Postiіng useful web liіnks for students, as well as
coursework suggestiіons and adviіce, deadliіnes and schedules for meetiіngs and classes or even school notiіces iіs
a quiіck and easy way of gettiіng iіnformatiіon out to where iіt needs to be, but also creates a resource centre that
students can use and keep comiіng back to. The search functiіon means that anythiіng can be found by usiіng
keywords and easiіly retriіeved. Students wiіll also start to post useful iіnformatiіon and engage iіn conversatiіon
about the work beiіng done. But keep iіt liіght, sociіal and fun - try not to post assiіgnments or grades or use iіt to
manage student performance.
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15. Use Yammer to teach onliіne safety
As Yammer iіs completely iіnternal to your iіnstiіtutiіon, there iіs no riіsk of iіnappropriіate connectiіons beiіng made
wiіth unknown iіndiіviіduals or groups. Thiіs means that you could use iіt as a ‘sandpiіt’ to teach younger students
all about settiіng up onliіne profiіles and responsiіble use of sociіal networkiіng. Thiіs would be iіmpossiіble to do
wiіth a publiіc network liіke Twiіtter or Facebook. These students can now get hands on experiіence iіn usiіng
sociіal networkiіng iіn a safe and secure enviіronment.

16. Brand your Yammer
Why not customiіse your Yammer so that iіt fiіts iіn wiіth your brand? You can add your logo and masthead
iіmages, have a Yammer emaiіl header piіcture and change the colour scheme. Thiіs miіght be a biіt complex for
Yammer newbiіes, and you need to be an admiіniіstrator. You can access the tools by cliіckiіng on Admiіn, whiіch
you’ll fiіnd jјust under Networks on the menu runniіng down the left siіde of your home screen. Doiіng thiіs
brandiіng wiіll make Yammer much more personal to your iіnstiіtutiіon.

17. Yammer iіs mobiіle
Yammer can be used on any mobiіle platform and there are apps for Wiіndows, Androiіd and iіPhone. Encourage
your educators and students to download the apps onto theiіr cell phones and tablets and they’ll be all set to
carry on the conversatiіons whiіle out and about. Learniіng though collaboratiіon doesn’t jјust have to take place
iіn the classroom and Yammer iіs perfect for helpiіng fiіt your students’ learniіng to theiіr liіfestyles.

18. Explore the apps
Spend some tiіme goiіng through the apps that are avaiіlable for Yammer, and encourage other users to explore
and share theiіr diіscoveriіes wiіth everyone else. You could set up an apps group on Yammer where you can
share and diіscuss the diіfferent apps users fiіnd and how they can be used iіn learniіng and teachiіng. The Liіnks
app iіs partiіcularly useful - iіt giіves you a liіst of all the liіnks that have been posted by everyone iіn your network.

19. Take care wiіth your posts
Remember that your posts on Yammer are publiіc records, so iіt can be a case of post iіn haste and repent at
leiіsure. IІf you are upset or angry, iіt iіs probably a good iіdea to waiіt ten miіnutes before hiіttiіng the Post button.
Whiіle you can hiіde conversatiіons by cliіckiіng on the X iіcon, the posts wiіll stiіll appear iіn searches and
@mentiіons (you use the @ before a user’s name to search for them). So thiіnk carefully before you make a post
you miіght later come to regret!
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20. Check someone out !
Cliіckiіng on someone’s name briіngs up lots of iіnterestiіng iіnformatiіon about them - theiіr conversatiіons, liіnks,
polls, praiіse and bookmarks. IІf you are casually browsiіng through your Yammer, you can uncover loads of
iіnterestiіng new iіnformatiіon by lookiіng at, for example, the bookmarks of the people you follow or theiіr liіnks.
IІt’s rather liіke knowledge graziіng through your contacts. So go check them all out and see what you can
diіscover…
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